Multislice helical CT offers several retrospective choices of longitudinal ͑z͒ resolution at a given detector collimation setting. We sought to determine the effect of z resolution on the performance of a computer-aided colonic polyp detector, since a human reader and a computer-aided polyp detector may have optimal performances at different z resolutions. We ran a computer-aided polyp detection algorithm on phantom data sets as well as data obtained from a single patient. All data were reconstructed at various slice thicknesses ranging from 1.25 to 10 mm. We studied the performance of the detector at various ranges of polyp sizes using free-response receiver-operating characteristic analyses. We also studied contrast-to-noise ratios ͑CNR͒ as a function of slice thickness and polyp size. For the phantom data, reducing the slice thickness from 5 to 1.25 mm improves sensitivity from 84.5% to 98.3% ͑all polyps͒, from 61.4% to 95.5% ͑polyps in the range ͓0, 5͒ mm͒ and from 97.7% to 100% ͑polyps in the range ͓5, 10͒ mm͒ at a false positive rate of 20 per data set. For polyps larger than 10 mm, there is no significant improvement in detection sensitivity when slice thickness is reduced. CNRs showed expected behavior with slice thickness and polyp size, but in all cases remained high ͑Ͼ 4͒. The results for the patient data followed similar patterns to that of the phantom case. Thus we conclude that for this detector, the optimal slice thickness is dependent upon the size of the smallest polyps to be detected. For detection of polyps 10 mm and larger, reconstruction of 5 mm sections may be sufficient. Further study is required to generalize these results to a broader population of patients scanned on different scanners.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computed tomographic colonography ͑CTC͒ is a noninvasive imaging technique to obtain two-and three-dimensional images of the colon from CT data and may become a screening tool for colorectal cancer. 1, 2 The images obtained by CTC can be presented to an expert radiologist in various forms-2D axial sections, multiplanar reformatted ͑MPR͒ images ͑for example, coronal, sagittal sections͒ or 3D flythrough views of the colon surface. The success of CTC depends on its usability for large patient populations. If all of these images ͑potentially well over a thousand͒ must be directly interpreted by a radiologist, lengthy interpretation times and the possibility of fatigue-induced perceptual error are likely to limit the widespread acceptance of CTC.
Computer-aided detection ͑CAD͒ of colonic polyps may help reduce interpretation times and improve sensitivity. 3 There have been several approaches applied to CAD of colonic polyps 4 -11 including the use of intersecting surface normals, curvature, sphere fitting, and graph techniques. The goal of these CAD algorithms is to label locations on the colon surface that have a strong likelihood of being polyps and to present them to the radiologist in a user-friendly fashion.
CT examinations of the colon are now being done using multidetector row CT ͑MDCT͒ scanners, which are equipped with multiple rows of detector arrays in order to acquire data simultaneously from different slice locations. Thus they can rapidly scan large volumes with high longitudinal ͑z͒ resolution. Another advantage of the MDCT scanners is that they permit a range of choices for reconstructed slice thickness for a given choice of detector collimation. For example, scanning using 1.25 mm detector collimation on one such scanner allows for the reconstruction of slices with thicknesses of 1.25, 2.5, or 5 mm.
There have been studies on the effect of collimation on the detection sensitivity of human observers. McCollough studied optimal MDCT scan parameters for CTC using a colon phantom. 12 They concluded that thin sections were not necessary for human observer detection of polyps larger than 10 mm. Kozuka et al. studied the effect of detector collimation on the detection of pulmonary metastases. 13 The study did not involve CAD and was done by human readers. The sizes of the detected nodules ranged from 0.5 to 30 mm, with a mean nodule size of 3.2 mm. They concluded that changing the detector collimation from 5 to 2.5 mm did not help the sensitivity of human readers. But their sensitivity was only around 68% and the sizes of nodules that negatively influenced sensitivity were not mentioned.
There has also been a study on the effect of detector collimation on the performance of a CAD detector for polyps larger than 10 mm. Ling et al. studied the effect of change in detector collimation of a multislice CT scanner on a CAD polyp detector for a colon phantom. 14, 15 They focused on detecting polyps larger than 10 mm and concluded that the performance in this case was largely independent of the detector collimation.
To date, there have been no studies on the interaction between longitudinal resolution and polyp size on the performance of CAD polyp detectors. Studying this is important as it will enable us to better understand the improvements in detection sensitivity resulting from decreasing slice thickness. It will also enable us to tune CAD polyp detectors to effectively detect a particular size range of polyps. We expect that just as the tradeoff between noise and longitudinal resolution made by choosing a given slice thickness affects the human detectability of small structures, a similar effect will be evident for CAD algorithms. The purpose of our study is to quantify the effect that the choice of slice thickness has on the performance of a specific CAD algorithm under clinical conditions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II A, we describe how the phantom and the patient scans were acquired. In Sec. II B, we describe the computer-aided polyp detector used in our experiments. In Sec. III, we present our results. In Sec. IV, we discuss and interpret further the results obtained, and also discuss some of the challenging issues that surfaced during this study. Section V summarizes the results and presents the conclusions of this study.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Data acquisition
Two sets of data were used in this study-the first set was a phantom scan generated using CT simulation software and the second group consisted of two patient scans. Section II A 1 describes the details of the phantom data acquisition. Section II A 2 gives the details of the patient scans.
Phantom scans
The mathematical phantom used in this study consisted of a 7.8-cm-long cylinder ͑70 HU͒, with inner radius 2.5 cm, simulating a portion of the colon. The inner surface of the cylinder had simulated haustral folds and hemispherical polyps of various sizes ranging from 2.2 to 12.6 mm ͑100 HU͒. The inner lumen was filled with air ͑Ϫ1000 HU͒. The phantom contained 28 polyps in total-10 polyps smaller than 5 mm, 11 in the ͓5,10͒ mm range, and 7 polyps larger than 10 mm. There were 9 simulated folds in total. The polyps were on average 50% embedded to simulate a hemispherical lesion. Figure 1 shows a computer rendering of the inner surface of the phantom.
Helical CT scans of the phantom were simulated using CT simulation software. 17 Table I lists the simulation parameters that were chosen to be similar to those describing a wholebody CT scanner. Poisson noise was added to the projection data in order to match the noise in a typical 110 mA abdominal acquisition.
The phantom was scanned at four angles with the z axis ͑0°, 30°, 45°, 90°͒ as depicted in Fig. 2 . Figure 3 shows reconstructed images along the xz ͑coronal͒ plane from the scan of the unrotated phantom at each of the 6 resolutions at the same y location. The images show a region of 30.72 ϫ30.72 cm. Note the loss in z resolution with increasing slice thickness.
Patient scans
Data were obtained from a 56 year old female patient who was scanned in an 8 slice multidetector row CT scanner ͑GE LightSpeed Ultra, Milwaukee, WI͒ in prone and supine positions in the 4 slice helical mode. Table II summarizes the CT scan parameters used in the scans. Immediately after the CT scan, the patient underwent fiberoptic colonoscopy and an expert radiologist determined the locations of the visible polyps in the image volume with reference to the fiberoptic colonoscopy results.
In the prone data set, 47 polyps were reported by the radiologist-16 smaller than 5 mm, 27 in the 5 to 10 mm size range, and 4 larger than 10 mm. In the supine data set, 66 polyps were reported by the radiologist-28 smaller than 5 mm, 30 in the 5 to 10 mm size range, and 8 larger than 10 mm. The differences in the polyp numbers between supine and prone were attributed to retained fluid covering certain lesions in either position.
For both data sets, thicker slices were created from the 1.25 mm data by averaging slices together, maintaining at least a 50% overlap between simulated thicker slices. Thus our data consisted of two patient scans each at the following slice thicknesses-1.25, 2.5, 3.75, 5, 7.5, and 10 mm. Figure  4 shows reconstructed images from the prone data set along the xz ͑coronal͒ plane at each of the 6 resolutions at the same y location. Note the loss in z resolution with increasing slice thickness.
In the next section, we will describe the computer-aided polyp detector used in our experiments.
B. The computer-aided polyp detector
The polyp detector used in our study was the Surface Normal Overlap method. 4, 9 The main idea behind the algorithm is that normals to the colon surface will intersect with neighboring normals depending upon the local curvature features of the colon. Polyps that are sphere-like in shape will cause the surface normals to intersect in a concentrated area. In contrast, for haustral folds due to their elongated shape, the overlapping normals contribute in only two dimensions and not along the length of the fold. A score is assigned to the location, based on the number of intersecting normal vectors and is used as a probability of that location being a polyp. The output of the algorithm is a list of coordinates of the center of each suspicious region, sorted in decreasing order of score.
C. Evaluation of CAD performance
We applied the computer-aided polyp detector described in Sec. II B to the phantom data generated using the CT simulation software as described in Sec. II A 1 and to the patient scans described in Sec. II A 2. For the patient data, the location and the size of the visible polyps were recorded by an expert radiologist who was blinded to the CAD results. We will refer to this as the gold standard. The gold standard for the phantom data was created automatically from the geometric definition of the phantom.
After creating the gold standard and obtaining CAD outputs, the CAD outputs were scored. The scoring involved deciding which of the CAD hits were true positives and which were false positives. In order to minimize assignment errors, we used a semi-manual approach to scoring of the CAD results in this study. We used a software program to generate a lesion table that would show for each lesion in the gold standard, all of the CAD hits that are within 10 mm of it. The authors then went through the gold standard list and assigned the true positive CAD hits to the correct lesions.
After scoring the CAD outputs, we plotted free-response receiver-operating characteristic ͑FROC͒ curves. 18 The FROC curves show the tradeoff between sensitivity ͑true positive detection rate͒ and false positive detections. The performance of an ideal polyp detector would be a FROC curve that looked like a step response at the origin-that is, all the true positives are found with 0 false detections.
For each data set, we plotted FROC curves for polyps of all sizes, for polyps smaller than 5 mm, for polyps in the 5-10 mm range and for polyps larger than 10 mm. These curves were plotted at each of the different z resolutions.
D. Contrast-to-noise ratios "CNR…
CT colonography is a high contrast study because the soft tissue density polyps are outlined by air. Therefore, we sought to determine whether or not the increase in image noise in thinner sections would deteriorate the performance of the CAD polyp detector. In order to study this, we measured the mean contrast-to-noise ratios ͑CNR͒ at each of the slice thicknesses for the patient scan. We measured the intensity in HU of a small volume at the center of each of the 47 polyps in the prone data set and in the background. The volume was selected by hand using a software selection tool.
The contrast-to-noise ratio ͑CNR͒ was calculated as
where I polyp is the mean intensity at the center of the polyp, I background is the mean intensity in air, and is the measured standard deviation of the noise. The theoretical ratio of the standard deviation of the image noise for slice thicknesses of 1.25, 2.5, 3.75, 5, 7.5, and 10 mm is 1:1/ͱ2:1/ͱ3:1/2:1/ͱ6:1/ͱ8. We also determined theoretical estimates of CNR as a function of slice thickness. We calculated the best and worst case estimate of the contrast. The worst case contrast would occur when the polyp position is exactly in between two slices owing to maximum partial volume error in this case. For the best case contrast, the slice intersects as much of the polyp as possible. The contrast used to calculate CNR was the average of the best and worst case contrasts. For each of the polyp size ranges, the mean size of the polyps in that size range was used while calculating the contrast. The mean polyp sizes for the three size ranges were 4.2, 6.2, and 10.8 mm, respectively. We assumed spherical polyps in the theoretical calculations.
In Sec. III, we present the results of applying the phantom and patient scans at various longitudinal resolutions to the CAD polyp detector.
III. RESULTS
A. Results from phantom data
The CAD outputs from all the phantom scans ͑at 0°, 30°, 45°, 90°͒ were pooled together to generate the FROC curves for the phantom data. The curves in Figs. 5͑a͒-5͑d͒ represent the detector performance for a total of 112 polyps-40 polyps smaller than 5 mm, 44 polyps in the 5-10 mm range and 28 larger than 10 mm. Figure 5͑a͒ shows the performance of the polyp detector in detecting polyps of all sizes on the phantom data of different section thicknesses. We see that the detector performs best on the 1.25 mm sections and the detection sensitivity falls off with increasing slice thickness. For example, at a false positive rate of 20 per data set, CAD achieves a sensitivity of 98.3% on the 1.25 and the 2.5 mm data sets. For the same false positive rate, CAD can only find 88.8%, 84.5%, 73.3%, and 60.3% of all the polyps on the 3.75, 5, 7.5, and the 10 mm data, respectively. Figure 5͑b͒ shows the detector performance for polyps smaller than 5 mm on each of the different slice thicknesses. We see trends similar to that seen in Fig. 5͑a͒ . The performance is best on 1.25 mm sections and falls off with increasing slice thicknesses. Figure 5͑c͒ shows detector performance for polyps in the 5-10 mm range. The trends are similar to those in Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͒. But note that for a fixed false positive rate, decreasing slice thickness results in a lesser gain in sensitivity than in Fig. 5͑b͒ . For example, at a false positive rate of 20 per data set, decreasing the slice thickness from 5 to 1.25 mm will cause the sensitivity to increase from 61.4% to 95.5% for polyps smaller than 5 mm. But for polyps in the ͓5,10͒ mm range, Fig. 5͑c͒ shows that the same improvement in resolution will cause the sensitivity to increase from 97.7% to 100%-only a 2.3% increase as compared to 55.5% in the case of the smallest polyps. Figure 5͑d͒ shows the detector performance for polyps larger than 10 mm. At all false positive rates, the FROC curves for the different slice thicknesses lie on top of each other, indicating 100% sensitivity at all the slice thicknesses used.
Statistical tests ͑McNemar's͒ were performed to compare the CAD performances at each of the resolutions and for different polyp size ranges. The results for polyps of all sizes and for polyps smaller than 5 mm are tabulated in Tables III  and IV , respectively. The tests could not be performed for the polyps in the 5-10 mm range and those larger than 10 mm since all the polyps were found at some of the resolutions.
B. Results from patient data
The CAD outputs for the two patient scans were pooled together to generate the curves in Figs. 6͑a͒-6͑d͒. The graphs represent the detector performance on the two patient data sets, for a total of 113 polyps-44 smaller than 5 mm, 57 in the 5-10 mm range, and 12 larger than 10 mm.
We see similar trends in these results as in the phantom scans. The detection sensitivity in general falls off with increasing section thickness. Again, the gain in sensitivity by improving z resolution is very dependent upon the size of the polyps being detected. For example, at a fixed false positive rate of 20, improving the z resolution from 5 to 1.25 mm causes the sensitivity to increase from 20.5% to 27.3% for polyps smaller than 5 mm. But for polyps larger than 10 mm, at the same false positive rate, the same improvement in z resolution does not improve sensitivity. Figure 7͑a͒ shows the variation in the measured CNR with slice thickness for different polyp size ranges. For polyps larger than 10 mm, partial volume effect dominates only at the higher slice thicknesses. For slice thicknesses less than 7.5 mm, partial volume effect does not affect the contrast and this portion of the curve is a function of the square root of the slice thickness since the contrast is a constant function of slice thickness and noise varies as the square root of slice thickness.
C. Results from CNR experiments: Effect of increase in image noise at high z resolution
For polyps in the ͓5,10͒ mm size range, we see that up to a slice thickness of 5 mm, the CNR increases as slice thickness increases. For slice thickness larger than 5 mm, the CNR decreases. This is due to significant partial volume effect at these thicknesses.
For polyps smaller than 5 mm, we see that up to a slice thickness of 3.75 mm, CNR increases with increasing slice thickness. For slice thickness larger than 3.75 mm, CNR decreases due to increasing partial volume effects.
We also determined theoretical estimates of CNR as a function of slice thickness. The plots in Fig. 7͑b͒ show the variation in the theoretical CNR with slice thickness. The graphs show similar trends to those in Fig. 7͑a͒ . The CNR curves for the ͓5, 10͒ mm polyps and for polyps larger than 10 mm peak at 3.75 and 5 mm, respectively.
In Sec. III B, we found that the performance of the CAD polyp detector consistently improves with decreasing slice thickness, even as noise increases. We therefore conclude that for the performance of the CAD polyp detector, noise is a less important factor than contrast, which improves with thinner slices. This was found to be true also for human readers by Gelder et al. 19 Note that in all cases, our measured or theoretical CNRs are larger than 4, i.e., our detection task exists within a high CNR range for CT in general.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Automated evaluation of CAD performance
The challenging step in computing the FROC curves was automating the scoring of the CAD output-that is, deciding which of the CAD hits were true positives and which were false positives. While this appears to be a trivial step, there are many subtleties involved that make it difficult to automate.
One can think of a few different criteria that could be used to label a CAD hit as a true or false positive.
͑1͒
The polyp radius criterion: Any hit within one polyp radius from the gold standard location of the polyp would be considered as a true positive. ͑2͒ The highest CAD score criterion: The highest scoring CAD hit within a certain distance ͑10 mm͒ of the gold standard location is labeled as a true positive for that polyp. ͑3͒ The closest hit criterion: Associates each gold standard polyp with the CAD hit that is closest to it.
In each of these possibilities, one must be careful not to have multiple associations-that is, a given CAD hit must be associated with one and only one gold standard polyp. So we cannot have, for example, a single CAD hit labeled as a true positive for two distinct polyps. Multiple hits can be true positives for a single polyp, but may not be associated with multiple distinct polyps. a Value in a cell represents the probability that the performances will be similar at the resolutions being compared. a Value in a cell represents the probability that the performances will be similar at the resolutions being compared.
The polyp radius criterion would fail for polyps that are slightly flat since the CAD hits associated with them would be a little farther than a radius away from the gold standard location. This is because the surface normals for such a polyp would meet farther away due to lack of strong curvature.
If we were to use the highest score criterion, and also not assign multiple hits to multiple polyps, then the scoring becomes order dependent. For example, consider that we have two polyps A and B a little over a cm away from each other. Let A be a large polyp and B be a smaller flatter polyp. The normals from A will meet very close to its gold standard location generating a high scoring CAD hit at say 1. But the normals from B will meet farther away generating a lower scoring CAD hit at say 2. If we go through the list ͓A, B͔ in that order, and follow the highest score rule, we will label hit 1 to be a true positive for A and hit 2 to be a true positive for B which is correct. But if we go through the gold standard polyp list in the order ͓B, A͔, we will assign hit 1 to polyp B ͑since 1 is the highest scoring hit close to B͒ and hit 2 will be assigned to polyp A. This will cause the FROC curves to appear erroneous since some polyps will be found earlier than they actually are-while some will be found later than they actually are.
One could also use the closest hit rule-assigning to each gold standard polyp, the CAD hit that is closest in distance to it. In the previous example with the large polyp A and the flat polyp B, this rule would again cause an order dependence for some order of gold standard points like ͓B, A͔ ͑if we want to make sure that we do not label a hit to be a true positive for multiple gold standard polyps͒.
We are currently working on developing a completely automated approach to evaluating CAD performance. But, for the reasons explained, this is a challenging problem.
B. Generalizing MDCT to a SDCT simulation and to thicker sections created by averaging thin section MDCT images
The CT simulator used to create the phantom images simulates a single detector helical CT ͑SDCT͒ scan of the object. Since this is a single detector system, we changed the beam collimation in order to increase the section thickness.
Since the phantom was scanned at a pitch of 1, this is roughly equivalent to a 4 detector-row MDCT scan at a pitch of 0.75. 20 The patient data sets were acquired using a 4 detector-row CT system with a pitch of 0.75 and detector collimation of 1.25 mm. The reconstruction section thickness was 1.25 mm. The thicker sections were created retrospectively by averaging multiple slices of the 1.25 mm reconstructions. This is subtly different from reconstructing from projection data. We argue that the thicker sections created by averaging multiple thin sections have slightly wider slice-sensitivity-profiles ͑SSP͒ and slightly less noise than those reconstructed directly from the projection data. We analyze this in the projection data domain in the Appendix.
C. Limitations
A few limitations of our work deserve mention. One important limitation is that our results may not necessarily be generalizable to other CAD algorithms. However, the results of our CAD algorithm rest entirely on the results of edge detection, which is quite general, since most of the other CAD polyp detectors use gradient information in some way.
We did not explicitly study how the in-plane location of individual polyps influences the trends observed in CAD performance. Since longitudinal aliasing in single and multidetector spiral CT is spatially variant and increases away from the iso-center, it is possible that this might influence the performance of the CAD algorithm. Also, due to partial volume effects, the apparent shape of a lesion depends upon the orientation of the lesion with reference to the z axis. As we extend our observations to a broader population of patients, such factors could prove to be relevant. In addition, our results might vary if we used a scanner from a different manufacturer, as reconstruction kernels and image artifacts are not necessarily uniform between vendors.
We also need to emphasize that our results may not extend to other detection tasks that involve lower CNR than the air-distended colon. In the liver, for example, the detection of relatively low contrast lesions may be impacted when extremely thin sections are used, as the increased noise may overwhelm the benefit of increased resolution. For example, for human reader detection of low contrast liver lesions, Haider et al. found that MDCT at collimations less than 5 mm did not improve the detection sensitivity. 21 Similar results were obtained by Verdun et al. in their comparison of MDCT and SDCT for detection of small low contrast objects in a phantom. 22 Finally, one might question the impact of this study on the clinical interpretation of CTC studies. In our opinion, there is no a priori reason that CAD detectors should perform optimally at the same image resolution and CNR settings that are optimal for human readers. In other words, the image resolution and CNR settings should be optimized for the two tasks independently. It may be possible that future CTC interpretation will involve CAD detection of suspicious areas from a high resolution data, but this information will be superimposed on relatively few thicker section images, for the radiologist to interpret the data more efficiently. Clearly, further study of the interactions between patient radiation dose, image noise and resolution are needed before further conclusions can be drawn.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We studied the effect of the interaction between slice thickness and polyp size on the performance of a computeraided polyp detector. We performed experiments on phantom and patient scans at many different slice thicknesses ranging from 1.25 to 10 mm. The results from the patient scans agreed with those obtained from the phantom data.
We scored the CAD outputs semi-manually and generated FROC curves for both phantom and patient data. We plotted the FROC curves for various polyp size ranges to study the effect of polyp size on the improvement in sensitivity resulting from improvement in z resolution.
We also studied CNR as a function of slice thickness and polyp size. We measured the CNR experimentally and also calculated the expected CNR theoretically. Both the measured and theoretical CNRs showed expected behavior. Since the performance of the CAD detector consistently improves with decreasing slice thickness, we conclude that for the CAD polyp detector, noise is a less important factor than contrast.
In conclusion, we found that improving z resolution in general improves the sensitivity of the computer-aided polyp detector. But the gain in sensitivity depends strongly on the size range of the polyps being detected relative to the slice thickness. For polyps larger than 10 mm, there is no improvement in detection sensitivity by reducing slice thickness.
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APPENDIX: THICKER SECTIONS BY AVERAGING THIN SECTION IMAGES VS RECONSTRUCTION FROM PROJECTION DATA
We argue that the thicker sections created by averaging multiple thin sections have slightly wider SSP and slightly lesser noise than those reconstructed directly from the projection data. We will analyze this in the projection data domain.
Let p 125 (␤,␥,n) be the projection at a projection angle ␤ and detector element angle ␥. n denotes the detector element and the z spacing is 1.25 mm. In order to reconstruct a 10 mm section at z directly from this projection data, this projection data must be convolved with w 10 (␥,z,n) which is a weighting factor that accounts for the helical interpolation and the relative contributions of the different detector rows over a z extent of 10 mm. Therefore the desired projections at z are The z extent of w 125 (␥,z,n) * h(z) is slightly larger than w 10 (␥,z,n). This will cause a slightly wider SSP in the data created by averaging. Also averaging the sections will cause the variances of the noise to be reduced. The argument presented here ignores the aliasing effects away from the iso-center. The SSP is a nonstationary function and varies with its location relative to the iso-center. We limit our argument to only locations near the iso-center. A more detailed study of this topic merits further research. 
